The ULTRASHIELD CLEANING & HYGIENE Range

ULTRASHIELD BIO-ACTIVE

GREASECLEAR
Contains: Patented BIO-FIX MICROBES with unique “cling and digest
action” which keep on working - naturally day after day
and cost by reducing emptying frequencies. Ideal for Country Hotels, Farms,
Keeps grease traps clear and odour free. Also unblocks and maintains clear and odour free
Rural Homes,
drains and sewers which are exposed to regular grease and fat discharges. Easy to use.
Campsites and Static Home Parks (5% of UK homes are served by waste
tanks.)
 Keeps grease traps, drains and sewers clear and odour free without the need for toxic
THE NATURAL, SAFE, NON-POLLUTING WAY TO BOOST SEPTIC TANK
chemicals.
ACTION.
 Single,
once a week application - which goes on working and saves money



Removes the need for mechanical rodding/pressure jetting – which is expensive and can
seriously damage drains and pipe structures.
Both grease and cleaner bio-degrade - cut pollution and disposal costs

ACTION
UltraShield Greaseclear is a powerful environmentally friendly grease maintenance product which contains
specially targeted saprophytic microorganisms (with an ability to break down and degrade animal and vegetable
1
fat and grease). This is patented bio-technology which ‘fixes’ the micro organisms (over /2 million in every
teaspoon) to a very slow dissolving mineral powder. The mineral powder provides a long lasting ‘home’ for the
organisms to operate from, clinging to the drain, grease trap surfaces and resisting being washed away like
traditional chemical cleaners (the slow dissolving action taking days to work). UltraShield drain cleaning
products employ unique bio-technology designed to clean without the need for rodding, jetting or harsh toxic
chemicals. Harmless natural micro organisms (safe to animals, humans and the environment) digest and degrade
fat, grease, tartar and organic sulphur compounds into basic mineral elements, water and gas - which then pass
harmlessly back into the environment. Bio-degrading the grease and waste matter also removes the causes of
blockages (which are expensive to clear) and nasty smells - making UltraShield Greaseclear the ‘one stop answer’
to most blockage, odour and waste disposal problems.
RECOMMENDED DOSAGE
Meals per day
30 – 100
100 – 500
500 – 2000
2000 – 3000
3000 – 7000
Note: 1 tablespoon is approximately 20/30 grams.
NOTES
Keep away from heat and humidity
Keep away from children
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Weekly dosage
100 grams
200 grams
250 grams
500 grams
1000 grams

